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When your children draw, they learn.
When they narrate and write out facts
and information in their own words,
they learn. That is the simple secret
behind History Scribe books.
Just reading facts and information from history
books or watching videos can be easily lost with
most children. They may remember bits and parts
of the information, however without a hands on,
retelling of the learning process in their own words,
sometimes, this knowledge is easily lost.
However, children learn well when they are motivated to create lively illustrations and write narrative reports in their own words describing the events
that shaped our history. Even a reluctant child will
spend quality educational time creating their own
versions of history facts that they will remember.
It’s like a comic book of history that they are the
authors of. Your children will love History Scribe
books!
Each page is printed single sided, so that markers and pencils will not bleed through. Sturdy solid
heavy weight paper provides a wonderful medium for your little scribes. If you are using the CD
version, please remember to use a good quality paper through your printer. We suggest a heavy
weight text paper such as 24# ink jet paper or even a lightweight Vellum Bristol cardstock. You don’t
want disappointment when your little scribe is creating a masterpiece.
We encourage you to utilize the History Scribe books into your current history study. We have created
topics that represent both historical facts and timelines as well as topics such as daily life, costume
and dress and the architectural structures and masterpieces that represent the time period. You will
find History Scribe books to be a perfect compliment to your study. We have provided several blank
pages in each book that you can use to fill in any specific topics that you want to address with your
children. We have looked through many home education curriculum packages and books to create a
flexible and complimentary book to your studies.
Also, there are maps of the regions discussed in each book to help your children get a good overview
of the region as well as a blank display page for special diagrams or drawings.
Visit our website at www.TheHomeschoolShop.com to learn more about History Scribe books and CDs
and to see examples of other children’s works. Remember, there is no right or wrong with History
Scribe books. Your children will delight in bringing history alive in their own words and writings. We
know that you will love these books and your children will too!

Editors

Exploration of the Pacific Regions

1768 – 1800 AD

Magellan and Drake managed to hit the Pacific ocean region, however it was the expedition of
James Cook that truly established the Pacific region as a destination and his detailed logs of the
adventure spurred countless others. He documented the location of Australia in 1770, explored
the Hawaiian Islands in 1778, still searching for the Northwest Passage. Unfortunately, he was
killed in Hawaii in 1779.

The Fur Trade
The lands of North America were bountiful with animals such as mink, beaver, fox and more.
Fashions in Europe demanded great amounts of pelts and the fur trade drove many expeditions
into the New World. The French were famous for reaching far and wide into the wilds of modern day Canada and the northern United States. When Lewis and Clark made their famous
expedition, they were amazed to find so many Indians who spoke French!
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